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Introduction
Chinese rural YouTube videos are videos produced by Chinese people and depicting
people’s daily activities in Chinese rural villages. This genre of videos generally contains
rural village lifestyle and activities, including farming, cooking, crafting and some daily
experiences. In order to create a nostalgic environment for audiences, some YouTubers
use traditional decoration, or use soft instrumental music to emphasise a pastoral
feeling. Audiences can see the imagery of the picturesque rural life and hear the local
dialect when they watch these videos (Figures 1 & 2). With Chinese rural village videos
and their followers proliferating exponentially on YouTube, these influencers have been
empowered by digital technologies. Hence, it is important to scope the genre of Chinese
rural YouTubers and analyze rural Chinese videos because the genre has aroused
cultural, economic, and societal influence.

Figure 1 & 2: Screenshot of examples of Chinese rural YouTube videos.
(Source: Dianxi Xiaoge & Grandpa Amu)
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for promoting the Chinese farmer harvest festival in 2020, chosen by the Communist
Youth League as ambassador for promoting the economic empowerment of rural youth
in 2019. It seems that the Chinese government has realised Liziqi’s potential to promote
Chinese rural culture and economy internationally and has sought various
collaborations to leverage on the global scale of her internet celebrity. In response,
scholars in China have focused on how rural influencers partake in collaboration and
promotional work to stimulate awareness of rural products and local economies (i.e.,
Guo & Cheng, 2020).

Figure 3: Screenshot of Liziqi’s most popular video at the time of writing.
(Source: Liziqi)
Scholars have explored the role of digital technologies for rural influencers. Leong et al.
(2016: 482) has researched how digital technology empowers the e-commerce
ecosystem in marginalized communities and argued that rural communities can become
‘drivers of change’ when they are empowered by digital technologies. Zhang (2020)
explored how the rural influencers in China, as the group on the edge of urbanization,
frame themselves and perform ‘rurality’ to audiences. However, the research has not
yet provided a scope or discussion of the genre of Chinese rural videos on YouTube.
This article aims to map out the emergent genre of Chinese rural influencers on
YouTube, and consider how they empower themselves with internet technologies, and
use the internet to gain independence on YouTube. While independence is frequently
assumed to be about progressive politics, in the context of China, it can also reveal an
attachment to individualization. Individualization refers to how the ‘naturally
autonomous’ (Yan, 2010) operates in China, noting people’s increased autonomy as a
result of social and economic reforms. Under the digital environment, the development
of digital technologies and the internet also play a role in promoting Chinese rural

YouTubers’ individualization. Individualization in China specifically means that people
assume more responsibility and take proactive means to achieve a good life (Yan,
2010). Chinese rural YouTubers have used digital technology to gain emotional,
intellectual and material independence, which helps them to get rid of the “trapped”
situation.
Methodology
This study relied on YouTube’s algorithmic recommendation of videos to understand
how the platform ‘categorizes’ and ‘promotes’ related content to viewers. Using a brand
new YouTube account on a clean slate, we started with Liziqi’s channel as a ‘starter
dough’ by watching the top 10 most viewed videos. At the end of each video, we noted
all the recommended videos lined up, paying attention to new channels. Each time a
new channel was recommended, we followed through to the account and watched the
top 10 most viewed videos, and similarly noted the new channels recommended by the
platform thereafter. We followed through this process for 5 rounds (Figure 4), and
eventually manually amassed a corpus of 3480 video links from 205 channels in
February 2021.

Figure 4: A sample of the ‘Chinese rural YouTube’ channels we had discovered through
the iterative algorithmic recommendation from YouTube at the end of each video.
Based on specific selection criteria – such as channel visibility, geographical location,
and audience engagement – we streamlined our corpus to 29 channels for closer
examination. After a closer screening, in this abstract we presented our data from the
the most viewed video from the top 5 channels (outlined in Figure 4). Guided by
grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss 2017), we closely surveyed various elements of

each video, including the cover images, title, narrative structure, filming aesthetic, and
so on. A truncated version of our codebook is below (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Truncated summary of our codebook.
Findings
We present three preliminary findings in this abstract.
First, the genre of Chinese rural YouTube videos is constituted by some necessary
elements in the video content, including rural scenery, thematic content of rural life
activities, paratexts to introduce the content or (optionally) embed advertising, and the
use of diegetic or non-diegetic sound to enhance the atmosphere. This genre shows

people farming, feeding animals, gathering crops, and cooking in rural villages
surrounded with natural scenery.
Second, by focusing on the cover image of videos, categories of videos, narrative
structure, aesthetic styles, and thematic content of a video, we found these YouTubers
engaged with themes of rurality, nostalgia, orientalism, exoticism, and commodification
in the videos. This has a profound influence in culture, economy, and society because
these videos have changed the stereotype of rural life and activities in China as being
backward, and spread cultural knowledge globally.
Third, we found that Chinese rural YouTubers use digital technologies to empower
themselves. Digital technologies have provide them a new way to achieve their
individualization, by gain emotional (e.g. Dianxi Xiaoge expressed happiness when her
videos are welcomed globally), intellectual (e.g. Rural people’s autonomy from
controlling imagery of lifestyle on traditional media), and material independence (e.g.
Liziqi selling her own branding product).
This abstract presents a brief snippet of our larger study, which we hope can serve as a
benchmark for future studies on Chinese rural YouTube videos.
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